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Lower Price Mini Washing Machine 

 

You need a lower price mini washing machine, it is 

the best choice for small families, clean and 

heartfelt. The lower price mini washing machine 

has a durable original motor, exquisite 

electroplating process, stainless steel inner barrel, 

simple control knob. Special clothes washing to 

prevent infection. Lower price mini washing 

machine is the first choice for small families, 

necessary for families. 

 

 

Product Description 

We generally believe that one's character decides products' excellent, the details decides 

products' good quality ,with all the REALISTIC,EFFICIENT AND INNOVATIVE group spirit 

for Wholesale Discount China Lower Price Mini Washing Machine, We purpose at 

Ongoing system innovation, management innovation, elite innovation and industry 

innovation, give full play into the overall advantages, and continuously make 

improvements to provider quality. 

 

Wholesale Discount China Lower Price Mini Washing Machine, Till now, the goods list has 

been updated regularly and attracted clients from around the globe. Detailed facts is often 

obtained in our web-site and you'll be served with premium quality consultant service by 

our after-sale group. They are going to help you get comprehensive acknowledge about 

our products and make a satisfied negotiation. Company go to to our factory in Brazil is 

also welcome at any time. Hope to obtain your inquiries for any pleased co-operation. 

 

You need a lower price mini washing machine, it is the best choice for small families, 

clean and heartfelt. The lower price mini washing machine has a durable original motor, 

exquisite electroplating process, stainless steel inner barrel, simple control knob. Special 

clothes washing to prevent infection. Lower price mini washing machine is the first choice 

for small families, necessary for families. 

 

Moedel: XPB50-2008S(52AS) 

Wash Capacity: 5.0 Kg 

Spin Capacity: 2.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 250 W 

Spin Power: 150 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 625*380*720mm 
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Packing Size: 645*400*740mm 

N.W./G.W.: 11.2/13.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 365 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. Lower price mini washing machine is the first choice for small families, necessary for 

families. 

 

 

2. Each Lower price mini washing machine will pass the water test and power on test 

before shipment, so that you can use it more safely. 

 

 

3. There is no need to worry about water and electricity take up space, no need to worry 

about cross infection and unhealthy and noisy washing. 

 

 

4. Lower price mini washing machine is a special anti infection washing machine. It can 

wash baby's clothes separately to avoid cross infection with adults' clothes. Also can wash 

small size, underwear and other small clothes, no need to wash by hand. Lower price mini 

washing machine take care of your skin and hands. 

 

 

5. Double cylinder and double barrel, convenient and convenient. Lower price mini 

washing machine can be washed separately, dehydrated separately or simultaneously. 

 

 

6. Energy saving operation, water and electricity saving. Once the electricity can be used 

for 6 days, it is quite free to send you a washing machine after one year's use. 

 

 

7. Exquisite paint panel, two color options. Exquisite paint panel, two-color options, 

exquisite details, and high-quality quality. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 
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9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 


